
NAME:  __________________________________   PERIOD:  _____   DATE:  _________ 
 

Velocity and Acceleration Lab  
 

Problem:   How does changing the angle of an incline influence the velocity and acceleration of an 
object rolling down it?  
 
Hypothesis:  If __________________________________________________________________ 

then,  __________________________________________________________________________  

 
Materials:  incline (hot wheels track), timer, meter stick, three textbooks, rolling objects (car/marble)  
 
Procedure:  

1.  Set up ramp at an angle of 10 degrees. (use one textbook for this angle).  

2.  Measure the exact length of the ramp in centimeters (round to the nearest tenth). 

3.  Place your object at the top of the ramp and release your object. Record the exact amount of 

time that is required to go from the top of the ramp to the bottom (round to the nearest tenth). 

4. Calculate the velocity and acceleration of your object down the incline by using the following 

formulas  V = D / T   and  A = Vf - Vo / t 

5.  Repeat steps one through four for your object – but change the angle of the incline to 25 degrees.  

(use two textbooks for this angle)  

6.  Again, repeat steps one through four for the object at an angle of 40 degrees.  (use three 

textbooks for this angle)  

7.  Again, repeat steps one through four for the object at an angle of 55 degrees.  (use four 

textbooks for this angle) 

8.  Again, repeat steps one through four for the object at an angle of 70 degrees.  (use five 

textbooks for this angle) 

 



NAME:  __________________________________   PERIOD:  _____   DATE:  _________ 
 
Data Table:   
 

 
 
What is the Independent Variable?        _______________________________________ 

What is the Dependent Variable?           _______________________________________ 

List 2 constants             _______________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incline 
Angle  Time  (s) Distance of ramp 

Velocity (cm/s) 
 

V = D / T 

Acceleration (cm/s2) 
 

10       

25       

40       

55     

70     



NAME:  __________________________________   PERIOD:  _____   DATE:  _________ 
 
 

Graphing Section   **Construct a line graph for acceleration of the car at the different angles of the ramp. 
 
 

 
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
 
 
    
Conclusion Questions:   
 

1. How did changing the angle of the ramp change your velocity and acceleration values?  
  

 
2.  Was the graph that you constructed for acceleration linear in nature (a line)?  
     Why or why didn't it take this shape?  

 
 
3.  What force(s) caused the object to roll down the incline?  
 
 
4.  Based upon your data, speculate how increasing the mass of a moving object  
     would increase its velocity down the incline?  
 


